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Abstract11

12

In the context of computational fluid dynamic simulations of boiling flows using time-averaged13

Eulerian multi-phase approaches, the many sub-models required to describe such a complex14

phenomena are of particular importance. Of interest here, wall boiling requires calculation of the15

contribution of evaporation to global heat transfer, which in turn relies on determination of the16

active nucleation site density, bubble departure diameter and frequency of bubble departure. In17

this paper, an improved mechanistic model for the bubble departure diameter during flow boiling18

is developed. The model is based on the balance of forces acting on a bubble at a single19

nucleation site, with a new equation governing bubble growth proposed. The formulation20

accounts for evaporation of the micro-layer under the bubble, heat transfer from superheated21

liquid around the bubble surface, and condensation on the bubble cap due to the presence of sub-22

cooled liquid. Validation of the growth equation is provided through comparison against23

experiments in both pool boiling and flow boiling conditions. Introduction of condensation on24

the bubble cap allows reproduction of the growth of the bubble for different sub-cooling25

temperatures of the surrounding liquid. In addition, a sensitivity study guarantees dependency of26

the bubble departure diameter on relevant physical quantities such as mass flow rate, heat flux,27

liquid sub-cooling and pressure, with any inclination of the channel walls correctly accounted28

for. Predictions of bubble departure diameter and bubble lift-off are validated against three29

different databases on sub-cooled flow boiling with water and an additional database on30

saturated boiling with refrigerant R113. The whole data set guarantees validation is performed31

over a range of parameters and operating conditions as broad as possible. Satisfactory predictive32

accuracy is obtained in all conditions. The present formulation provides an appropriate starting33

point for prediction of the behaviour of vapour bubbles under more general conditions which34



include lift-off after sliding, the frequency of bubble departure, bubble merging and bubble35

shrinking and collapse due to condensation.36

37
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1. Introduction40

41

Nucleate boiling and two-phase flow are complex processes involving mass, momentum and42

energy transfer at the liquid-vapour interface, and frequently involve close interaction with solid43

walls. As a consequence, research in these areas is ongoing within many engineering disciplines,44

and in relation to thermal hydraulics in particular, despite them having been studied for decades.45

The ability to predict two-phase boiling flow is also of significant interest in many industrial46

fields, including the chemical and process industries, refrigeration and air conditioning among47

many others. In the nuclear energy sector, it is essential for the safe operation of boiling water48

reactors (BWRs) and the design of new passive nuclear reactor systems operating under natural49

circulation.50

The development of computational fluid dynamic (CFD) approaches for predicting such51

flows has proved promising and of value in engineering design, in particular through the52

Eulerian time-averaged models generally used in practice. In such models the phases are treated53

as interpenetrating continua, and all the information on the interface structure is lost due to the54

averaging process [1]. Consequently, models are needed for the inter-phase exchanges of mass,55

momentum and energy to close the system of equations. In particular, a specific model is needed56

to describe nucleate boiling at the wall. Heat flux partitioning models, such as that of Kurul and57

Podowski [2], have been adopted in most CFD models of boiling flows to date. Heat flux from58

the wall is portioned into contributions due to single-phase convection, transient conduction and59

evaporation. This evaluates the amount of vapour generated from several parameters, such as the60

active nucleation site density, the bubble departure diameter and the bubble departure frequency.61

A review of heat flux partitioning models can be found in [3] and [4].62

In this type of model, the proper evaluation of bubble growth is particularly important. In the63

initial stages of the growing transient, growth of the bubble is controlled by the inertia of the64

surrounding liquid, whereas it is later limited by the amount of heat that can be transferred from65

the surroundings [5]. Numerous mechanisms occur in heat transfer from the wall [6]. During66

bubble growth, a thin liquid micro-layer is trapped under the bubble which then evaporates as67

heat flows from the superheated wall. Diffusion of heat from the superheated layer surrounding68

the bubble cap also takes place. Partial dry-out of the micro-layer due to evaporation can form a69

dry patch on the wall surface and a three-phase contact line. Evaporation at the latter contact line70

supplies heat to the bubble that in turn contributes to bubble growth. In addition, growth of the71



bubble can perturb the flow field around the bubble itself, resulting in additional energy transfer72

by micro-convection. Further complexity is added by condensation at the top of the bubble in the73

case of sub-cooled boiling. The dominant heat transfer mechanisms have been debated over74

many years, and a number of different bubble growth models have been proposed, although no75

general agreement has been reached as yet. Recently, Kim [6] stated that experiments suggest76

that a bubble gains the great majority of the energy from the bubble cap rather than from77

processes at the wall. In contrast, Gerardi et al. [7] observed during pool boiling of water that a78

bubble gains a significant amount of the heat required for its growth through direct heat transfer79

from the wall. Therefore micro-layer evaporation is considered the dominant mechanism. In80

addition, various authors have suggested a dependency on fluid properties, based, for example,81

on observations in [6] related to refrigerants.82

Forster and Zuber [8], and Plesset and Zwick [9], modelled bubble growth in a uniform83

superheated liquid. In their models, which only differ in a numerical constant, after an initial84

period when hydrodynamic forces are dominant, bubble growth is governed by heat diffusion85

from a thin superheated boundary layer around the bubble. Zuber [10] extended this model to86

non-uniform temperature fields, while Mikic et al. [11], and Prosperetti and Plesset [12], derived87

dimensionless relations valid throughout both inertia-controlled and heat diffusion-controlled88

growth. Cooper and Loyd [13], and Cooper [14], identified the evaporation of a thin liquid89

micro-layer trapped under the bubble as the major heat source sustaining bubble growth and90

modelled it accordingly. The same concept was later adopted by Unal [15] to derive correlations91

for bubble growth rate and maximum bubble diameter in a sub-cooled boiling flow of water. Van92

Stralen et al. [16] proposed a model based on the mutually dependent contributions of93

evaporation of the micro-layer under the bubble and heat diffusion from a relaxation micro-layer94

around the bubble surface.95

Despite efforts to derive a more mechanistic description of bubble growth, the nucleation96

site density, bubble departure diameter and bubble departure frequency are most frequently97

predicted through empirical correlations. A thorough review of available correlations can be98

found in Cheung et al. [17]. For bubble departure diameter, in particular, such correlations are99

normally implemented in commercial CFD packages. Among the most frequently used are the100

Tolubinsky and Kostanchuk [18] and the Kocamustafaogullari [19] correlations, both of which101

were developed from pool boiling experiments. Tolubinsky and Kostanchuk [18] developed a102



correlation that evaluates the bubble departure diameter from a reference value as a function of103

sub-cooling. On the other hand, in [19] bubble departure diameter is considered a function of the104

system pressure and fluid conditions.105

More recently, mechanistic models have been developed, focused on flow boiling in106

particular, to account for all the complex phenomena involved. Klausner et al. [20] developed a107

model based on the balance of the forces acting on the bubble during its growth phase and108

leading to bubble departure. These authors obtained a satisfactory predictive accuracy against109

their own data on the saturated flow boiling of refrigerant R113. Zeng et al. [21, 22]110

subsequently extended the original model to both pool and flow boiling conditions, with111

satisfactory agreement found for different experimental data on pool boiling and a relative112

deviation of 19 % obtained against the authors’ experiments on bubble lift-off in the saturated113

flow boiling of refrigerant R113. Over the years, slightly modified versions of the Klausner et al.114

[20] model have been used by many authors to predict their own experimental data. Situ et al.115

[23] validated their model against experimental data for bubble lift-off in the vertical sub-cooled116

flow boiling of water, claiming an average relative error of ± 35.2 %. Wu et al. [24] studied117

experimentally a sub-cooled horizontal flow of boiling refrigerant R134a, demonstrating an118

average relative error between predictions and data of 5.4 % for bubble departure and 4.0 % for119

bubble lift-off. Yun et al. [25] implemented their bubble departure diameter model in the STAR-120

CD 4.12 software to simulate the DEBORA [26] sub-cooled boiling data of refrigerant R-12,121

showing a satisfactory predictive accuracy. Cheung et al. [27] included their model for bubble122

departure in a global heat flux partitioning model, obtaining good predictions against data for the123

vertical sub-cooled flow boiling of water. Klausner et al. [20] used the Mikic et al. [11] model to124

simulate bubble growth, whereas all other authors employed the Zuber [10] formulation for125

bubbles growing in a uniformly superheated liquid, with the exception of Yun et al. [25]. The126

latter authors used the Zuber [10] model for a non-uniform temperature field coupled with the127

Ranz and Marshall correlation [28] to evaluate condensation on the bubble cap.128

In most cases, the introduction of different improvements based on validation against a129

specific database resulted in a large number of relatively accurate, but not extensively validated,130

models. As an example, Zuber [10] included in his formulation a parameter b to account for131

bubble sphericity. This parameter has been used by many other authors to fit their models with132

experiment data, resulting in a wide range of suggested values. In their original papers, Zeng et133



al. [20, 21] found the best results with b = 1.0 for flow boiling and used values of b between 0.24134

and 24.24 to fit different pool boiling data sets. Situ et al. [23] adopted b = 1.73, whereas b = 1.2135

was used by Wu et al. [24], b = 1.56 by Yun et al. [25] and b = 0.21 by Cheung et al. [27]. In136

more recent work, Sugrue and Buongiorno [29] proposed a modified version of the model,137

showing improved accuracy with respect to both Klausner et al. [20] and Yun et al. [25]. The138

former authors provide an extensive validation of their model against numerous data sets,139

showing in general good agreement. Bubble growth is simulated through the Zuber [10] model,140

using b = 1.56, with the largest errors observed against the lift-off diameter data of Situ et al.141

[23].142

Model development has always been reliant on the availability of experimental data required143

for validation. On bubble growth and bubble departure diameter, an enormous amount of144

experimental works have been published and are available to modellers. Unal [15] studied the145

sub-cooled boiling of water and bubble departure diameter at high pressure in a steam generator146

pipe. Klausner et al. [20] and Zeng et al. [22] measured bubble departure and lift-off diameters147

during saturated flow boiling of refrigerant R113 in a horizontal square test section. Bibeau and148

Salcudean [30] studied bubble growth, detachment and condensation during sub-cooled boiling149

of water in a vertical annulus. Throncroft et al. [31] measured bubble departure and lift-off150

diameter, and waiting time between consecutive bubbles, in the vertical up-flow and down-flow151

boiling of refrigerant FC-87. Prodanovic et al. [32] studied bubble behaviour from inception to152

collapse for sub-cooled boiling of water in a vertical annulus. Situ et al. [23] measured bubble153

lift-off for forced convective sub-cooled boiling of water in a BWR scaled vertical channel. Chen154

et al. [33] measured boiling heat transfer, active nucleation sites, bubble departure diameter and155

bubble departure frequency for sub-cooled flow boiling of refrigerant R-407C in a horizontal156

annular duct. Sugrue [34] measured bubble departure diameter during sub-cooled flow boiling of157

water in a square channel for different orientation angles of the channel. More recently, the158

evolution of experimental techniques has allowed very detailed measurements of the bubble159

growth phase, including wall temperature distribution and the dry area under the bubble. This160

new data allows detailed validation and improved modelling of the different mechanisms161

sustaining bubble growth. Kim et al. [35] obtained very detailed measurements of bubble growth162

for pool boiling of refrigerant R113. A micro-scale heater array allowed accurate measurements163

of the heat flow rate under the bubble with high spatial and temporal resolutions. Gerardi et al.164



[7] used infrared thermometry and high-speed video to study bubble nucleation and heat transfer165

during pool boiling of water. Bubble departure diameter and frequency, active nucleation site166

density, growth and wait times were measured, together with temperature distribution underneath167

the growing bubble.168

In this paper, attention is focused on bubble departure diameter during flow boiling and a169

mechanistic model is developed starting from the work of Klausner et al. [20]. Modifications are170

introduced in the surface tension force following more recent findings and a new equation171

governing bubble growth is proposed. The new formulation accounts for evaporation of the172

micro-layer under the bubble and heat transfer from superheated and sub-cooled liquid around173

the bubble surface. To the authors’ knowledge, no attempt has yet been made to include all the174

possible heat transfer contributions in a mechanistic model for bubble departure diameter.175

Providing that no single heat transfer mechanism can be considered dominant in all conditions,176

inclusion of all contributions aims to improve the model’s general validity. In addition,177

evaluation of condensation on the bubble cap is crucial in view of the relevancy of sub-cooled178

boiling in many engineering applications. An extensive validation of the model is also provided.179

In view of its relevance, the equation governing bubble growth is independently validated against180

experimental measurements in both pool and flow boiling conditions. Departure diameter181

predictions are then tested to verify that the dependency on relevant parameters is correctly182

reproduced. Finally, a quantitative comparison is carried out against three data sets for the sub-183

cooled flow boiling of water (Prodanovic et al. [32], Situ et al. [23] and Sugrue [34]) and the data184

of Klausner et al. [20] for the saturated flow boiling of refrigerant R113. The whole data base185

allows validation over a wide range of experimental parameters and operating conditions. In186

addition, the model’s ability to predict bubble lift-off as well as bubble departure diameter is187

evaluated using the data of Situ et al. [23]. The experimental data used and the new mechanistic188

model are presented in Sections 2 and 3, respectively. Section 4 contains a validation of the189

equation governing bubble growth. A sensitivity study on the influence of different parameters190

on bubble diameter at departure is provided in Section 5, and Section 6 is focused on global191

comparisons with experiments, followed by conclusions in Section 7.192

193

194

195



2. Experimental databases196

197

Three databases of sub-cooled flow boiling of water are used for model validation, i.e. those198

of Prodanovic et al. [32], Situ et al. [23] and Sugrue [34]. These combined databases allow an199

extensive validation over a wide range of mass flux, heat flux and liquid sub-cooling (250 kg m
-2

200

s
-1
< G < 900 kg m

-2
s
-1
, 50 kW m

-2
< q < 1200 kW m

-2
, 1.5 °C < ȴTsub < 60 °C). The system201

pressures considered are in the range 1-5 bar. An additional comparison is made with the data of202

Klausner et al. [20], related to the saturated boiling of refrigerant R113. The details of each data203

base are summarised in Table 1. Experimental uncertainties for each measurement of bubble204

departure are provided in Sugrue [34], and are included between the lower limit of resolution ±205

0.019 mm and a maximum of ± 0.113 mm. In Situ et al. [23], the measurement error of bubble206

diameter is estimated as the pixel distance, equal to 0.016 mm, whereas it is estimated equal to ±207

0.03 mm in Klausner et al. [20]. No information on uncertainty of the bubble diameter208

measurements is provided in Prodanovic et al. [32].209

As mentioned in the introduction, the framework of the present work is the improvement of210

available Eulerian multiphase CFD models, which requires bubble departure diameter as an input211

from a dedicated sub-model. In the past, correlations for bubble departure diameter were used in212

the vast majority of CFD calculations and are normally implemented in commercial CFD codes213

[36-38], although they started to be replaced by more mechanistic models in recent years [25, 27,214

39]. To verify their accuracy, two of the most frequently used correlations (those of Tolubinsky215

and Kostanchuk [18] and Kocamustafaogullari [19]) have been compared against experiments.216

217

Table 1 Databases used for validation of the bubble departure diameter model.218

Sugrue [34] Situ et al. [23] Prodanovic et al. [32] Klausner et al. [20]

Fluid Water Water Water R113

Orientation 0°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 90°, 180° Vertical Vertical Horizontal

Channel Rect.; Dh =16.7 mm Ann.; Dh=19.1 mm Ann.; Dh=9.3 mm Rect.; Dh=25 mm

G / kgm-2s-1 250 - 400 466 - 900 76.6 - 766 112 - 287

q / kWm-2 50, 100 54 - 206 200 - 1000 11 - 26

ȴTsub / °C 10, 20 2 - 20 10, 20, 30 Saturated

p / bar 1.01, 2.02, 5.05 1.01 1.05 - 3.00 1.01

219

These correlations are compared in Figure 1 with the data of Sugrue [34], whilst in Figure 2220

the data of Klausner et al. [20] are compared with the correlation of Kocamustafaogullari [19].221

Both correlations were developed for pool boiling and adopt a simple formulation, including the222

effect of sub-cooling and/or system pressure. As might be anticipated, large discrepancies are223



found between these correlations and the flow boiling experimental data. Significant physical224

effects, which are evident from the flow boiling experiments, such as the influence of mass flow225

rate and thermal flux, are neglected in their formulations. In particular, for the mass flow rate,226

neglecting its influence on bubble departure can be considered as one of the major sources of227

error when formulae derived for pool boiling are applied to flow boiling conditions. Results from228

this brief comparison aim to further demonstrate the larger errors that can be found when using229

pool boiling correlations to predict flow boiling experiments, and support the need to switch to230

more detailed mechanistic models for bubble departure in the context of the CFD simulation of231

boiling flows.232

233

234
Figure 1. Comparison between the experimental data of Sugrue [34] and the correlations of235

Tolubinsky and Kostanchuk [18] and Kocamustafaogullari [19]. ( , ) : p = 1.01 bar,236

〉Tsub = 20 °C, q = 50 kW m
-2
; (ǻ , -∙-) : p = 5.05 bar, 〉Tsub = 10 °C, q = 100 kW m

-2
.237

238



239
Figure 2. Comparison between the experimental data of Klausner et al. [20] and the correlation240

of Kocamustafaogullari [19].241

242

243

3. Mechanistic model244

245

The model has been developed based on the work of Klausner et al. [20] and it is based on246

the balance of forces acting on a single bubble at its nucleation site. In the direction parallel (x-247

direction) and perpendicular (y-direction) to the heating surface, the forces acting on the growing248

bubble are:249

250 ܨ௫ = ௦௧௫ܨ + ௦ௗܨ + ܨ sinߠ + ௨ௗ௫ܨ = 0 (1)

251 ܨ௬ = ௦௧௬ܨ + ௦ܨ + ܨ cosߠ + ௨ௗ௬ܨ + ܨ + ܨ = 0 (2)

252

In these equations, Fst is the surface tension force, Fqsd the quasi-steady drag force, Fb the253

buoyancy force, Fsl the shear lift force, Fud the unsteady drag force due to asymmetrical bubble254

growth, Fp the force due to hydrodynamic pressure and Fcp the contact pressure force. Subscripts255

x and y refer to forces acting in the x and y directions, respectively. A graphical representation of256



all the acting forces is provided in Figure 3. Whilst the sum of the forces in both directions257

equals zero, the bubble grows from the nucleation site without detaching. Detachment occurs258

when Eq. (1) or Eq. (2) is violated and detaching forces overcome those forces that keep the259

bubble attached to the surface. If the balance in the x-direction is violated first, the bubble260

departs from the nucleation site and starts sliding along the heated surface until it lifts off from261

the wall towards the liquid stream. The point at which the sum of Fx becomes greater than 0 is262

then used as the condition for bubble departure. Conversely, the bubble lifts off from the wall263

without sliding at the point at which the sum of Fy becomes greater than zero, and this can again264

be used as the condition for bubble departure. In the present formulation, modifications have265

been introduced in the surface tension force and in the equation governing bubble growth, which266

is directly included in the unsteady drag force but which also influences most of the other terms267

in the balances. Quasi-steady drag, shear lift, unsteady drag, hydrodynamic and contact pressure268

forces are taken from [20].269

Expressions for the surface tension force [20] are:270

271 ௦௧௫ܨ = െ1.25݀௪ߪ ߙ)ߨ െ ଶߨ(ߚ െ ߙ) െ ଶ(ߚ (sinߙെsinߚ) (3)

272 ௦௧௬ܨ = െ݀௪ߪ ߨ
ߙ) െ (ߚ (cosߚെcosߙ) (4)

273

In these equations, Į is the advancing contact angle, ȕ the receding contact angle and dw the274

contact diameter between the bubble and the heated surface. Measurements and reliable models275

for determining these parameters are rather scarce in the literature, therefore they are one of the276

major sources of uncertainty in the present model, which has been proved to be quite sensitive to277

their values [29]. Klausner et al. [20] recommended Į = ヾ/4 and ȕ = ヾ/5 from their measurements278

in R113. For the contact diameter dw, a value of 0.09 mm was given. Instead, a constant ratio279

with bubble diameter dw = dB /15 was used by Yun et al. [25]. Some measurements of contact280

angles have been provided by Sugrue [34] for water, namely 90.63° for the advancing and 8.03°281

for the receding contact angle. In addition, a much lower contact diameter to bubble diameter282

ratio was reported to give fairly good agreement with data [29]. In this work, the suggestions283

from Klausner et al. [20] for contact angles and the Yun et al. [25] formula for contact diameter284



are used. By virtue of the good ag285

employed to predict their data.286

287
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Here, the constant C2 is related to the initial width of the micro-layer. Optimisation against302

experimental data returned a value of 1.78 which is higher than the value estimated by Copper303

and Lloyd [13] of between 0.8 and 1.2. A higher value, which reduces the contribution of the304

micro-layer, is to be expected since the value from Copper and Lloyd [13] was calculated305

considering micro-layer evaporation as the only heat source sustaining bubble growth. In306

contrast, in the present model the heat provided by the superheated boundary layer around the307

bubble surface is also considered. In his review paper, Kim [6] ascribes the major contribution to308

bubble growth to heat diffusion from the superheated boundary layer. Therefore, it seems309

reasonable to account for both contributions in a generalised model. The superheating310

contribution is based on the model developed by Plesset and Zwick [9]:311

312 ݐ݀(ݐ)ܴ݀ = ඨ3ߨ ݇( ܶ െ ௦ܶ௧)ቆ ݇ߩܥ,ቇ.ହ .ହିݐ (6)

313

Finally, condensation on the bubble cap as it comes in contact with the sub-cooled liquid is also314

accounted for since sub-cooled boiling is relevant in many engineering applications. It is315

therefore important to account for the dependency of bubble diameter on sub-cooling. The316

condensation heat transfer coefficient is evaluated from the Ranz and Marshall [28] correlation:317

318 ݄ = ݇݀ (2 + 0.6ܴ݁.ହܲݎ.ଷ) (7)

319

Superimposing the contribution of the micro-layer, superheated liquid and sub-cooling, the320

complete bubble growth equation then reads:321

322 ݐ݀(ݐ)ܴ݀ =
ଶܥ1 ܽܬ.ହିݎܲ ቆ ݇ߩܥ,ቇ.ହ .ହିݐ +ඨ3ߨ ݇(ܶ െ ௦ܶ௧)ቆ ݇ߩܥ,ቇ.ହ (1െ .ହെିݐ(ܾ ݄ߩ௩݄௩ ( ௦ܶ௧ െ ௦ܶ௨)ܾ (8)

Combining the superheating and sub-cooling contributions gives an expression similar to those323

of Yun et al. [25] and previously Zuber [10], except for some numerical parameters. The324

parameter b determines the portion of the bubble surface in contact with the sub-cooled liquid. It325



is calculated determining the location of the saturation temperature in the boundary layer from a326

temperature profile scaled on the single-phase wall function from Kader [40]:327

328 ାߠ = ା݁ି௰ݕݎܲ + ቐ2.12 ln (1 + (ାݕ 2.5ቀ2െ ݕ ൗߜ ቁ
1 + ݕ)4 െ +ଶ(ߜ ቑ݁ିଵ(ݎܲ)ߚ ௰ൗ (9)

329

where:330

331 (ݎܲ)ߚ = ቀ3.85ܲݎଵ ଷൗ െ 1.3ቁଶ + 2.12 lnܲݎ (10)

332

and:333

334 ߁ = ସ(ାݕݎܲ)0.01
1 + ାݕଷݎ5ܲ (11)

335

Scaling requires knowledge of the actual wall temperature. Since wall temperature is not336

available for all the data, it has been calculated using the heat flux provided in the experiments337

and the heat transfer coefficient from the correlation of Chen [41]. The correlation of Chen [41]338

obtains the heat transfer coefficient as the superposition of a convective contribution and a339

nucleate boiling contribution:340

341 ݄௧ = ݄௩ + ݄ (12)

342

The convective component is represented as a Dittus-Boelter type equation:343

344 ݄௩ = 0.023 ቈ1)ܩെ ߤܦ(ݔ .଼ ൬ߤܥ,݇ ൰.ସ ൬݇ܦ൰ܨ (13)

345

whilst the nucleate boiling component uses a slight modification of the analysis by Forster and346

Zuber [42]:347

348 ݄ = 0.00122 ቈ ݇.ଽܥ,.ସହߩ.ସଽߪ.ହߤ.ଶଽ݅௩.ଶସߩ௩.ଶସο ௦ܶ௧.ଶସο௦௧.ହܵ (14)

349

Knowledge of the temperature distribution allows calculation of the value of b and the average350

temperatures for the superheated and sub-cooled regions. A higher limit is imposed on the value351



of b since, according to [15], the presence of other bubbles on the heated surface prevents contact352

between the sub-cooled liquid stream and the bottom half of the bubble.353

The unsteady drag force due to asymmetrical growth of the bubble is written as:354

355 ௗ௨௫ܨ = െߩܴߨଶ ൬3
2
ሶܴ ଶ െ ܴ ሷܴ ଶ൰ sin ߛ (15)

356 ௗ௨௬ܨ = െߩܴߨଶ ൬3
2
ሶܴ ଶ െ ܴ ሷܴ ଶ൰ cos ߛ (16)

357

The angle け is the inclination angle measured in the y-direction. Based on [20], it has been fixed358

to ʌ/18.359

The quasy-steady drag force has been derived by Mei and Klausner [43] for an unbounded360

uniform flow over a spherical bubble:361

362 ௦ௗܨ = ܴܷߥߩߨ6 ൝2
3
+ ቈ൬12ܴ݁൰.ହ + 0.862ିଵ.ହସൡ (17)

363

The shear lift force was given in Klausner et al. [20] as an interpolation between the Mei and364

Klausner [44] expression for the shear lift force on a spherical bubble in an unbounded flow field365

at low Reynolds number, and the result of Auton [45] for a bubble in an inviscid flow with a low366

shear rate:367

368 ௦ܨ = 1

2
௦.ହ[ܴ݁ିଶܩܷଶܴଶ{3.877ߩߨ + {ସ].ଶହ(௦.ହܩ0.344) (18)

369

where Gs is the dimensionless shear rate of the oncoming flow:370

371 ௦ܩ = ฬܷ݀݀ݕฬ ܴܷ (19)

372

The buoyancy force is given by:373

374 ܨ = 4

3
ߩ)ଷܴߨ െ ݃(௩ߩ (20)

375

Finally, the hydrodynamic pressure and contact pressure terms are written as:376

377



ܨ = ଽ଼ ܷଶߩ గௗమೢସ (21)

378 ܨ = ܴߪ ௪ଶ݀ߨ
4

(22)

379

The balance of forces (Eq. (1) and Eq. (2)) are advanced in time using Eq. (8) to calculate380

the diameter of the growing bubble. When Eq. (1) is violated first, the current diameter is taken381

as the value at departure and the calculation is carried on neglecting the contact diameter382

between the bubble and the heated surface. Bubble lift-off is then obtained when Eq. (2) is also383

violated. If Eq. (2) is violated first, the bubble directly lifts off from the nucleation site and the384

bubble departure and lift-off diameter coincide.385

386

4. Validation of bubble growth model387

388

Before comparing model results with experimental data for bubble diameter and lift-off, the389

accuracy of the bubble growth equation (Eq.(8)) has been evaluated against experiments. First,390

some pool boiling experiments are considered. Figure 4 shows comparisons with the391

experimental work of Gerardi et al. [7] for saturated pool boiling of water, with an experiment at392

a thermal flux of 50 kW m
-2
selected. A good prediction of the growing transient is obtained,393

with most of the heat sustaining bubble growth coming from micro-layer evaporation, in394

agreement with experimental findings [7].395

396



397
Figure 4. Bubble radius prediction compared against pool boiling experiment at q” = 50 kW m

-2
398

from Gerardi et al. [7].399

400

Further comparison has been made with the pool boiling experiment of Kim et al. [35].401

While saturated boiling conditions were tested in [7], the Kim et al. [35] experiment targeted the402

influence of pool temperature on the boiling of refrigerant R113. Therefore, it makes possible an403

evaluation of the effectiveness of including sub-cooling in Eq.(8).404

405

406
Figure 5. Bubble radius prediction compared against pool boiling experiments at different pool407

temperatures from Kim et al. [35].408
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409

Figure 5 compares model predictions against three experimental data sets at different levels of410

sub-cooling. Overall, the decrease of bubble radius with sub-cooling is well reproduced,411

although discrepancies are observed in some parts of the transients. In particular, bubble radius is412

slightly underestimated at initial times, probably as a consequence of neglecting the inertia-413

controlled growth region. However, this seems not to affect prediction of the following part of414

the transient. Growth rate is subsequently overestimated in the final part of the transient, except415

for the highest sub-cooling case. This suggests that the accurate quantitative estimation of the416

influence of sub-cooling is difficult to obtain using the Ranz and Marshall [28] correlation.417

Although frequently used for inter-phase heat transfer [25, 38], this correlation was derived for418

the evaporation of drops in a gas stream and may not be entirely suited for condensation in the419

cap of a growing bubble attached to a wall. However, a model derived for the specific situation420

of interest is not available at the present time. Another drawback of this correlation has been421

identified in the excessive condensation rate predicted with water at the beginning of the growth422

phase. Since the correlation includes the bubble radius, its initial low value can turn into too high423

a condensation rate causing shrinkage of the bubble. The inability of the model in its current424

form to accurately simulate the contribution of the reduction in bubble volume makes these425

conditions difficult to predict. A similar argument has also been put forward by Sugrue and426

Buongiorno [29] who note that the Ranz and Marshall [28] correlation was derived in the bulk427

fluid and not for small radius growing bubbles. In addition, the common definition of bubble428

Reynolds number, which includes the relative velocity between the water and vapour, may be429

inappropriate for a bubble growing while attached to a wall. Therefore, it has been defined using430

flow parameters in the remainder of this work. All things considered, however, the effect of sub-431

cooling on bubble radius can be considered to be satisfactorily predicted (Figure 5), although432

condensation on the bubble cap has been identified as a major area for future improvement.433

Following the validation against pool boiling data, Eq. (8) is compared with the flow boiling434

experiments of Prodanovic et al. [32] in Figure 6 and Figure 7. As well as the bubble diameter,435

the separate contributions of the micro-layer, superheating and sub-cooling are shown. To436

facilitate the comprehension, the absolute value of the negative sub-cooling contribution is437

shown in these plots. A major contribution is provided by the micro-layer evaporation. Again,438

major discrepancies are found in the latter parts of the transient, after the maximum bubble439



diameter is reached in the experiments. As already noted, the present formulation of the model is440

not able to correctly accommodate bubble shrinkage due to condensation. However, such bubble441

shrinkage is expected in only some of the data of Prodanovic et al. [32], for which the entire442

bubble lifetime before and after departure from the wall has been recorded. Therefore, in the443

majority of cases bubble shrinkage is expected to happen after bubble departure, and to have a444

negligible effect on the bubble departure diameter. In both Figure 6 and Figure 7 the effect of445

sub-cooling is seen to be rather small. Even if the sub-cooling is significant, both data sets are446

characterised by a high heat flux. For higher levels of sub-cooling or lower heat fluxes, the447

contribution of sub-cooling becomes more relevant, as shown in Figure 8 for a set of conditions448

considered by Sugrue [34]. Experimental data for the bubble growth are not available for this449

data set. In some limited situations, sub-cooling was also observed to overcome the contribution450

from the superheated liquid layer around the bubble surface.451

In view of the validation presented in this section, the formulation proposed in Eq. (8) can452

be considered to describe with a satisfactory accuracy the growth of vapour bubbles in the453

conditions of interest.454

455
Figure 6. Comparison between the bubble growth model and a bubble growing transient from456

Prodanovic et al. [32]. p = 1.05 bar, G = 410.4 kg m
-2
s
-1
, q = 600 kW m

-2
, 〉Tsub = 30°C.457
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459
Figure 7. Comparison between the bubble growth model and a bubble growing transient from460

Prodanovic et al. [32]. p = 3 bar, G = 391.7 kg m
-2
s
-1
, q = 600 kW m

-2
, 〉Tsub = 29.4°C.461

462

463

464
Figure 8. Simulated growth transient for the experimental conditions of Sugrue [34].465

p =1.01 bar, G = 350 kg m
-2
s
-1
, q = 100 kW m

-2
, 〉Tsub = 20°C.466

467

5. Model sensitivity to system parameters468

469

As far as the determination of the bubble departure diameter is concerned, numerous system470

and flow parameters influence the dynamics of bubble growth and the point at which the bubble471
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departs from the wall. As noted in Section 2, neglecting some of these physical effects can result472

in significant deviations from experiments (Figure 1 and Figure 2). Therefore, it is very473

important to ensure that the model reproduces the physical dependencies of bubble departure474

diameter on parameters such as mass flow rate, thermal flux, pressure and fluid sub-cooling. In475

this section, comparison is made against a selected group of data to investigate the sensitivity of476

the model to these parameters.477

An increase in the mass flow rate usually causes a decrease in the bubble diameter at478

departure [20]. Among the various forces acting, the quasi-steady drag (Eq. (17)) and shear lift479

(Eq. (18)) forces are strongly dependent on the liquid velocity of the flow and can be thought of480

as the tendency of the liquid to pull the bubble from its nucleation site. Therefore, increasing the481

liquid velocity leads to an increase of both these forces, which act to promote bubble departure482

and bubble lift-off, respectively. In Figure 9, model predictions are compared against three sets483

of data from Sugrue [34] obtained under different experimental conditions. For all the data, the484

mass flux is in the range 250 kg m
-2
s
-1
< G < 400 kg m

-2
s
-1
. It is evident from these results that485

the bubble departure diameter is reduced with increasing mass flux. This decreasing trend is486

correctly reproduced by the model, which returns accurate predictions for all the data considered.487

488

489
Figure 9. Predicted bubble departure diameter compared against data from Sugrue [34] at490

different mass flux. ( , ) : p =1.01 bar, q = 100 kW m
-2
, 〉Tsub = 20°C, し = 0°; (o , --) : p =491

1.01 bar, q = 100 kW m
-2
, 〉Tsub = 20°C, し = 45°; (ǻ , -∙-) : p =1.01 bar, q = 100 kW m

-2
, 〉Tsub492

= 20°C, し = 60°.493
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494

The thermal flux from the wall provides the heat supporting the growth of the bubble and a495

higher heat flux increases its growth ratio. This leads to an increase in the force due to bubble496

growth which opposes bubble departure (Eq. (15) and Eq. (16)), this being a consequence of the497

increased pressure distribution around the bubble surface caused by the inertia of the surrounding498

liquid. In addition, during flow boiling the bubble is distorted and inclined in the flow direction499

at an angle Ȗ by the liquid drag. As a consequence of this asymmetry, pressure is reduced in the500

direction facing the flow, resulting in a component parallel to the heated surface in the direction501

opposite to the mean flow which delays bubble departure. Therefore, higher heat fluxes cause a502

larger bubble diameter at departure or lift-off [20]. Among all the parameters considered in this503

section, the dependence on heat flux is the most uncertain. Increases in the bubble departure504

diameter with heat flux have been reported by Situ et al. [23] and Sugrue [34], although these505

authors state that the effect is slight and not very significant. In contrast, Prodanovic et al. [32]506

reported a decrease in bubble diameter with increasing heat flux. Their experiments were made507

with generally higher levels of sub-cooling and include cases of bubble collapse before lift-off or508

bubble merging, potentially leading to more complex interactions between the relevant509

parameters. Figure 10 shows bubble lift-off diameters at different heat fluxes from Situ et al.510

[23], with all others system parameters constant. The bubble lift-off diameter is clearly increased511

as a consequence of an increase of the thermal flux, although some scatter is observed in the512

data. The sensitivity of the bubble lift-off diameter to increases in heat flux is reproduced513

correctly by the model, which gives predictions close to average values for each group of data.514

515



516
Figure 10. Predicted bubble departure diameter compared against data from Situ et al. [23] for517

different heat fluxes. p ~ 1 bar, G ~ 720 kg m
-2
s
-1
, 〉Tsub ~ 8°C.518

519

An increased value of the liquid sub-cooling tends to reduce bubble diameters at departure520

from the surface. Higher sub-cooling causes higher temperature gradients in the liquid and a521

higher rate of condensation on the bubble cap, thus reducing bubble volume. In Figure 11 bubble522

departure diameter data from Prodanovic et al. [32] are shown for an increasing value of the inlet523

sub-cooling, all other system parameters being equal. Despite a slight underestimation of the524

bubble diameter, the effect of the fluid sub-cooling is correctly reproduced by the predictive525

approach, which provides further evidence in favour of including sub-cooling in the equation526

governing bubble growth (Eq. (8)). In terms of the underestimation, it is difficult to identify why527

this occurs given the limited data considered for this comparison. It may be attributable to the528

superposition of different factors, including experimental uncertainty. In addition, the model529

contains some coefficients that have been optimized over a range of parameters, and correlations,530

whose accuracy may also play a role. Additionally, the underestimation observed is not reflected531

elsewhere in relation to any general identified trends, e.g. as an underestimation of data which532

increases with the degree of sub-cooling. Therefore at this point, the underestimation must be533

attributed to a combination of different factors.534
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536
Figure 11. Predicted bubble departure diameter compared against data from Prodanovic et al.537

[32] for different fluid sub-coolings. p ~ 1 bar, G ~ 800 kg m
-2
s
-1
, q” ~ 400 kW m

-2
.538

539

A change in pressure significantly modifies the fluid properties, which in turn has a large540

influence on the bubble diameter. In particular, vapour to liquid density ratio is increased541

following the increase of vapour density with pressure. Therefore, bubble volume is reduced for542

the same amount of heat following an increase in the system pressure, with a similar effect on the543

bubble departure diameter. Some data from Sugrue [34] at different system pressures are shown544

in Figure 12 and the decrease in bubble departure diameter with increasing pressure is evident.545

Despite showing an unremarkable level of accuracy, the model does reproduce the effect of546

system pressure quite satisfactorily. It must be pointed out that the predictions given in Figure 12547

(at q” = 100 kW m
-2
and 〉Tsub = 10°C) were characterized by the highest error amongst the548

entire data base of [34]. The Ranz and Marshall correlation [28], being already identified as one549

of the major sources of error for the whole model, seems unable to account properly for the550

effect of sub-cooling in these particular conditions (sub-cooling is at its minimum and heat flux551

is at its maximum). Generally, lower errors were found for all other conditions in the database,552

with no significant error trends a function of any parameter in particular.553

Sugrue [34] also performed a very detailed study on the influence of channel inclination on554

bubble departure diameter. The largest bubble diameters were observed in the horizontal555

(downward facing) configuration, whilst the smallest were seen in the vertical case. The556

buoyancy force contributes to bubble departure in a vertical channel, but to bubble lift-off in the557
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horizontal case. Therefore, bubble departure should be promoted in moving from a horizontal to558

a vertical surface, at least when departure followed by sliding and lift-off is observed. Groups of559

data from Sugrue [34] at different channel inclinations are shown in Figure 13, where increases560

in bubble departure diameter in moving towards a horizontal inclination are observed. An561

accurate sensitivity to inclination is demonstrated by the model and the global quantitative562

accuracy is also good, with significant overestimation observed only for the vertical case. In563

addition, it can again be observed that the mass flow rate influence is correctly predicted, as in564

Figure 9. Globally then, the model is able to reproduce correctly the effect of mass flow rate,565

heat flux, liquid sub-cooling, pressure and channel orientation on bubble departure diameter.566

567

568
Figure 12. Predicted bubble departure diameter compared against data from Sugrue [34] at569

different system pressures. q” = 100 kW m
-2
, 〉Tsub = 10°C.570
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572
Figure 13. Predicted bubble departure diameter compared against data from Sugrue [34] for573

different inclinations of the channel.574

575

6. Comparison with experiments576

577

This section presents global comparisons with experimental data. The model derived has578

been compared against the three databases of Prodanovic et al. [32], Situ et al. [23] and Sugrue579

[34] for sub-cooled boiling at approximately atmospheric pressure. The comparisons are shown580

in Figure 14 to Figure 16. The new model shows reasonable accuracy with a combined average581

relative error of 27.8% with respect to these data. Therefore, the ability to give satisfactory582

estimations in a wide range of conditions is demonstrated. Good accuracy is shown for the583

Sugrue [34] data with the smallest average relative error of 20.6 %. A slightly higher average584

relative error is found for the Situ et al. [23] data, with a satisfactory 24.4% error shown. From585

Figure 15, it is seen that the bubble lift-off diameter tends to be underestimated. The highest586

errors are found for the database of Prodanovic et al. [32] (Figure 14), with an average relative587

error over 40%. Given that a comparable error is also reported by Sugrue and Buongiorno [29],588

again the highest among all the data considered by these authors, the database of Prodanovic et589

al. [32] seems to be the most difficult to predict. In addition, comparing Figure 14 with results590

from Figure 15 to Figure 17, the Prodanovic et al. [32] data show the highest scatter amongst the591

whole database considered.592
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594
Figure 14. Comparison between model predictions and experimental data of Prodanovic et al.595

[32].596

597

598
Figure 15. Comparison between model predictions and experimental data of Situ et al. [23].599
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601
Figure 16. Comparison between model predictions and experimental data of Sugrue [34].602

603

It is useful to focus this discussion on the comparisons with the Situ et al. [23] data, where604

the bubble lift-off was measured. Predictions of bubble lift-off are obtained when the force605

balance in the y-direction is violated. When the balance in the x-direction is violated first, the606

calculation is continued, neglecting the contact diameter between the bubble and the heated607

surface, and hence the surface tension force. The bubble lift-off diameter is then obtained when608

the balance in the y-direction is also violated. In [23], for most of the cases considered, bubbles609

were observed to depart by first sliding on the wall and then lifting off. Therefore, the present610

model seems able to predict not only the diameter of the bubble at departure, and whether it611

slides on the heated surface or directly lifts-off from the surface, but also to some extent the lift-612

off diameter after bubble sliding.613

The data from Klausner et al. [20] for saturated flow boiling of refrigerant R113 allowed614

further extension of the comparisons, as shown in Figure 17. With an average relative error of615

18.9%, the model remains accurate despite changing the fluid and thermal hydraulic conditions,616

further demonstrating its wide range of applicability. Considering the whole database [20, 23, 32,617

34], the average relative error is satisfactory at 26.8%. A summary of the average relative error618

for the different data sets and for the database as a whole is provided in Table 2.619
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621
Figure 17. Comparison between model predictions and experimental data of Klausner et al. [20].622

623

Table 2. Summary of the model accuracy for the single data sets and for the whole database.624

Data Average Relative Error

Prodanovic et al. [32] 44.8%

Situ et al. [23] 24.4%

Sugrue [34] 20.6%

Klausner et al. [20] 18.9%

Subcooled boiling 27.8%

Whole database 26.8%

625

7. Conclusions626

627

An improved mechanistic model of vapour bubble departure in forced convection boiling628

has been developed. Starting from the model proposed by Klausner et al. [20], modifications629

have been included in the surface tension force prescription and a new equation governing630

bubble growth has been developed. In the present formulation, the model accounts for the631

evaporation of the micro-layer under the bubble and the heat transfer around the bubble surface,632

including both conduction of heat from the superheated liquid and condensation on the bubble633

cap. The equation governing bubble growth has been successfully validated against experimental634

data. The first comparison was made with pool boiling data, and the validation was later635

extended to the sub-cooled flow boiling of water. The influence of liquid sub-cooling on the636

growth of vapour bubbles has been successfully predicted, although a major area for future637
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research has been identified in the development of an improved model for condensation on638

bubble cap.639

In a sensitivity study, the model reproduced correctly the dependency of bubble departure640

diameter on relevant parameters such as mass flow rate, heat flux, liquid sub-cooling, pressure641

and channel inclination. Quantitative predictions of bubble departure diameter and bubble lift-off642

were finally validated against three data sets for the sub-cooled flow boiling of water and an643

additional database of saturated flow boiling of refrigerant R113. The whole validation database644

guaranteed assessment of the model over a wide range of experimental conditions. Satisfactory645

accuracy has been reported, with a global average relative error of 26.8%. Higher errors were646

found only for the data set of Prodanovic et al. [32] (44.8 %), which proved to be difficult to647

predict as in studies by other authors. In addition to comparisons with data for bubble departure,648

the database for bubble diameter at lift-off from Situ et al. [23] was also well predicted.649

Therefore, the present formulation seems an appropriate starting point to predict lift-off after650

bubble departure from a nucleation site and sliding along a heated wall, although further651

development would be useful. In this regard, it seems feasible to extend the model to account for652

the behaviour of vapour bubbles in general, including bubble shrinking and collapse due to653

condensation, the frequency of bubble departure and bubble merging and interaction with654

neighbouring bubbles. Uncertainties still remain on the surface tension force, which has a655

significant influence on the results in some conditions. The development of more accurate and656

general models for the evaluation of bubble contact diameter with a heated wall and contact657

angles would therefore be useful in improving the overall model accuracy.658
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665

Nomenclature666

b parameter667

C2 constant668

Cp specific heat669



Dh hydraulic diameter670

d diameter671

dw bubble-heated wall contact diameter672

F force673

G mass flux674

Gs dimensionless shear rate675

g gravitational acceleration676

h heat transfer coefficient677

i enthalpy678

Ja Jakob number [とl Cp,l (Tl-Tsat) / とv ilv]679

k thermal conductivity680

Pr Prandtl number [µ lCp,l / kl]681

p pressure682

ǻp pressure difference683

q thermal flux684

R bubble radius685

Re Reynolds number [とlUl R / µ l]686

ReB bubble Reynolds number [とl (Uv-Ul) dB / µ l]687

S suppression factor688

T temperature689

ǻT temperature difference690

t time691

U velocity692

x quality693

y wall distance694

y
+

non-dimensional wall distance695

696

Greek symbols697

Į advancing contact angle698

ȕ receding contact angle699

け bubble inclination angle700



į boundary layer thickness701

し channel inclination angle702

し+ non-dimensional temperature703

µ viscosity704

Ȟ kinematic viscosity705

と density706

ı surface tension707

708

Subscripts709

B bubble710

c condensation711

conv convection712

d departure713

exp experimental714

l liquid715

lo lift-off716

nb nucleate boiling717

p pool718

sat saturation719

sub sub-cooling720

tp two-phase721

v vapour722

x x-direction723

y y-direction724

725
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